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The November 2002 Word Ways ran an article of mine entitled Shiftgrams Revisited. 
In that article, I explored the concept of shiftgrams, and presented examples of 
shiftgrams for various logical groups of words. 
Before we remind ourselves what a shiftgram is, let's revise word-shifts. Word-shifts 
were htroduced in Dmitri Borgmann's Language on Vacation (1965), where he also 
called them letter-shifts. As an example, take the word COLD, and shift each of the 
letters three positions forward in the alphabet -the result is FROG. Some longer 
examples: shift the letters of CHEER seven positions forward, and the result is 
JOLLY; shift the letters of STEEDS just one position forward, and TUFFET results; 
and the longest example Dmitri offered, shift ABJURER thirteen positions forward, 
and NOWHERE is the result. Okay, that's word-shifts. 
So what about shiftgrams? These were introduced in the February 1969 Word Ways. 
If every shift of a word is regarded as a potential scrambled word, the possibilities of 
generating words by letter-shifting are opened up. The example given 40 years ago 
was of the word MUSIC. Shift each of its letters eight places forward, and the result is 
UCAQK. This can then be unscrambled, or transposed, to QUACK. The longest 
example from 40 years ago was ANGELIC - shift each of the letters two positions 
forward, and you get CPIGNKE, which transposes to PECKING. So, ANGELIC and 
PECKING are mutual shiftgrams - one has been shiftgrammed to the other. 
In the February 1980 Word Ways, Tom Pulliam offered a plethora of eight- and nine- 
letter examples of shiftgrams. Fine examples included WISHBONE, which could be 
shiftgrammed to QUANTIZE, and PLASTERED, which could be shiftgrammed to 
SPAGHETTI. In the following issue of Word Ways, then-editor Ross Eckler offered 
the ten-letter pair OVERLEANED and VIZIERSHIP. 
My November 2002 ar1:icle explored shiftgrams of cardinal numbers, chemical 
elements, color names, letters of the Greek alphabet, US statenames, days of the 
week, and planets of the Solar System. Longer examples offered included: 
thirty I 1 -shifts to ejects (W3) 
silver 13-shifts to verify (W3) 
orange 4-shifts to skiver (W3) 
upsilon 6-shifts to avoutry (Chambers Dictionary) 
Michigan 6-shifts to mootings (W3) 
Monday 5-shifts to drifts (W3) 
earth 4-shifts to vexil (W2) 
I ended my 2002 article by noting that my surname 2-shifts to KETCHUP. 
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In the intervening seven years, I have been toying further with shiftgrams, and have 
unearthed new specimens that need to be shared with the logological world. In the 
new examples below, those marked with an asterisk (*) are straightforward letter- 
shifts, rather than shiftgrams. 
Here are some new shiftgrams for cardinal numbers, with the letter-shift value in the 
center. 
zero 23 blow (W3) 
zero 4 divs* (W3) 
one 7 luv (Chambers Dictionary) 
one 10 oxy (W3) 
four 9 doxa (W2), Odax (W3) 
four 14 fict (OED) 
four 17 wilf (old spelling of willow, OED; also, wilf is a relatively 
new word, probably not in paper dictionaries yet, being 
a back-forma,tion from wilfing, browsing the internet, 
from the phrase 'what was I looking for?') 
four 20 Lozi (W3) 
five 5 jan k (W2) 
five 6 bol k (W2) 
five 25 Ehud* (W2) 
six 7 zeP (W3) 
eight 7 lapon (W2) 
forty 15 gundi (W3), undig (W2) 
Here are some new chemical element shiftgrams: 
aluminum 6 oat grass (W3) 
argon 13 abnet (W2), beant (W3) 
bromine 16 duchery (W2) 
cobalt 12 Foxman (a surname, various internet sites) 
copper 22 lankly (W3) 
gallium 2 winnock (W3) 
neon 1 poof (W3) 
nobelium 6 Oakhurst (place in California, various internet 
sites) 
oxygen 4 bricks (W3) 
thulium 6 Zonaras (a surname, various internet sites) 
thulium 10 swerved (W3) 
tin 5 sny (W3), syn (W3) 
tin 7 Pau (w3) 
tin 13 vag (W3) 
tin 18 alf(W2) 
tin 21 Ido (W3) 
tin 25 hmm (Lexpert) 
Here are some new US statename shiftgrams: 
Arizona 4 Medserv (the name of various companies, 
various internet sites) 
Nebraska 4 foreview (W2) 
Ohio 12 atua* (W3) 
Utah 7 baho (W3) 
Utah 19 mant (W3) 
Wyoming 22 juckies (W2) 
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And one logical group of words and names not explored in my 2002 article is that of 
countries. I've put together an extensive list of shiftgrams, and present here one 
example for each shift value from 1 to 25: 
Canada 1 bobbed (W3) 
Mali 2 conk (W3) 
Liberia 3 hulloed (Lexpert) 
Guyana 4 cree ky (W2) 
Peru 4 , tivy* (W2) 
India 5 Finns (W3) 
Yukon 6 quate (W2) 
Chad 7 hoik (Chambers Dictionary), hoki (Chambers 
Dictionary), lkho (W2) 
Mali 8 quit (W3) 
Niger 9 prawn (W3) 
Serbia 10 blocks (W3) 
Niger 11 crypt (W3) 
Laos 12 exam (W3) 
Brazil 13 venomy (W2) 
Peru 14 fids (W3) 
Poland 15 spaced (W3), scaped (W3) 
Morocco 16 cheeses (W3) 
Rwanda 17 ruiner(W3) 
Zambia 18 assert (W3), asters (W3), stares (W3) 
reasts (WZ), straes (W2), Tasers (OED) 
Bhutan 19 tangum (W3), tugman (W3) 
Turkey 20 soleyn '(W2) 
Fiji 21 dead (W3) 
Chile 22 heady (W3) 
Peru 23 brom (obsolete spelling of broom, OED) 
Togo 24 meme* (OED) 
Ghana 25 feyly (OED) 
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